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Verdicts: aesthetic and artistic appreciation 

 
James R. Hamilton 

(Kansas State University-Manhattan) 

 

 

“Appreciation” is a term in philosophical aesthetics and philosophy 

of art whose meaning has proved elusive. It is often used to mean descrip-

tion, and sometimes to mean interpretation. But more often it is used to refer 

to evaluation, aka “verdicts”. And it is on the last of these that I wish to 

focus here. However, I begin with some remarks about description and also 

a few things about interpretations. But both sets of comments will be made 

in regard to their uses in stating and defending verdictive judgments. 

Aesthetic and artistic descriptions. Aesthetic experiences, including 

aesthetic experiences that are specifically of works of art form one kind of 

pleasurable experience of objects or activities; and the differences among 

them, as experiences, has primarily to do with differences among the kinds 

of thing one experiences. 

Clear and obvious instances of things we might experience aestheti-

cally include such things as sunsets, moonrises, cats, lizards, wind, grass, 

oak trees,  silence, and so on. Equally clear and equally obvious instances of 

works of art that we might also experience (whether aesthetically or not) 

will include a Bach concerto, a performance of Streetcar, don Quixote (nov-

el), the Vimeo of Uterus Man, Rocket League (video game), and so on. 

If we had to say or write down what we experienced – especially if 

we had to say what made our experience of it an aesthetic experience of a 

work of art – we would have to describe it; we might have to interpret it; 

and perhaps we would be inclined to evaluate it as well. 

A quick sketch of the distinctions on which I am relying could go 

like this. A person describes objects or activities (including of course, works 

of art) if she presents a statement of the evidence given to her senses, which 

statement is as free as she can muster from either interpretation or evalua-

tion; a person interprets objects or activities if she (a) gives a description of 

that work, (b) states, without evaluation, what she thinks the work is, is for, 

is about (possibly in some large sense), or means and c) ties that signifi-

cance to details in the work‟s description; and a person evaluates objects or 
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activities (renders a verdict regarding them) if she (a) presents a statement 

either about how well what she has described achieves what she thinks it is, 

is for, is about, or means or about whether what she believes it is, is for, is 

about, or means is worth doing or is true; and (b) states either what descrip-

tive facts about the work supports the contention it does or does not achieve 

its aims (under some interpretation) or why the work‟s aims are in some way 

defective (under any interpretation). 

This distinction admits of intermediate states. But I do not think it is 

“scalar”, and so not a genuine distinction after all. For, despite the possibili-

ty of intermediate cases, this does not seem to admit “degrees” along a 

“spectrum” in the standard senses of those words. 

Aesthetic verdicts. At the level of description, it is important that we 

observe a distinction between aesthetic and non-aesthetic properties of 

objects and activities, and that we determine which aesthetic features are in 

play in a given object or activity at least partly by determining what catego-

ry of art the object or activity is likely to belong to based on its non-aesthetic 

features. Many works of art, in particular, demand evaluations that are more 

or less plausible depending, in part, on what the descriptive facts actually 

are. And, actually, this seems right whether the object or activity in question 

is a work of art or not. 

Consider how you might support the claim: 
 

(1) That‟s a gorgeous sunrise. 
 

Since this is in the present tense, I suppose you would frequently just point 

to it and say, “Look!” But if your interlocutor looked and did not respond in 

the same way, how would you go on? Here (and I am just guessing) you 

might point out that it is particularly golden, that it reflects golden sunlight 

off of low lying and level clouds (stratus or alto-stratus clouds), and so on.
1
 

And, when it comes to evaluative judgments, we should follow Sibley at 

least in this: we should recognize they are “verdicts” as to the quality of the 

object or activity, whether or not it is a work of art. 

Yet there is a puzzle here. If our focus is only on our aesthetic ver-

dicts regarding works of art, then surely Paul Ziff has this much right: any-

                                                 
1 Here you will note a debt to F. Sibley “Aesthetic and Nonaesthetic”, The Philoso-

phical Review 74 (1965), pp. 135-159, and to K. Walton “Categories of Art”, ibid. 79 

(1970), pp. 334-367. 
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thing that can be viewed at all (including works of art) can be viewed aes-

thetically.
1
 And here is a particularly troubling example: 

 

(2) The Morris Louis painting in the Nelson-Atkins really makes me 

weak in the knees. 
 

This example, which I submit is not all that uncommon, suggests that our 

aesthetic verdicts about works of art are not only made on the basis of our 

subjective preferences, it also suggests that, in some way, they are also a-

bout those same subjective preferences.
2
 And that, in turns, raises an impor-

tant question for those interested in our aesthetic reactions to the world, 

namely, whether our aesthetic judgments are merely indexed to us according 

to preferences or are our expressions of those preferences.
3
 

Interpretation. Of judgments about what an object or activity is, is 

for, is about, or means, I shall have only a little to say. First I should observe 

that the closer one is to the first item on this list – saying what something is 

– the more nearly descriptive one‟s judgments will be. Sometimes category-

placement just is an interpretation. Alternatively, perhaps, sometimes an 

interpretation (because it settles what something is) turns out to look a great 

deal like, and may even function in our reasoning as a description, because 

it works to settle the “what is it?” question by means of category-placement. 

Conversely, the further up the chain, so to speak, towards the last on 

the list – saying what an object or activity means – the more likely it is that 

our judgments are evaluative in nature. There is a reason for this, namely 

that it is more likely in such cases that one will be tempted to inflect the 

interpretation with one‟s own or one‟s group‟s preferences. For if one as-

serts that a work has a certain meaning, it is fairly natural to ask “meaning 

what to whom?” Many ways of answering that question make appeal to what 

an individual or group finds significant. And, I confess, I know of no way to 

                                                 
1 “Anything Viewed”, Antiaesthetics, an appreciation of the cow with the subtile 

nose, Springer 1984, pp. 129-139. 
2 Part of the reason this is puzzling is that most of our sensory experience is subjec-

tive, and yet most of our judgments based on that experience are matters of objective 

fact about the world. 
3 These, as Barry Smith has argued, are each flawed attempts to respond to the fact 

of aesthetic disagreement. In fact, if either of them is right, we lose the idea that 

people offering alternative aesthetic evaluations have actually disagreed. “Relativ-

ism about Truth and Predicates of Taste”, Filosofia Unisinos 13 (2-supplement) 

(2012), pp. 250-265. 
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explicate the idea of significance to someone without reference to her, or 

their, preferences. 

There is a second point: when one engages in interpretations of either 

of the latter three kinds – saying what an object or activity is for, what it is 

about, or what it means – the more likely it is that the interpretation will 

have been offered of a work of art, broadly construed. 

This can be brought out by noticing that we typically do not render 

these kinds of interpretations of sunsets, moonrises, cats, lizards, oak trees, 

grass, wind, silences, and so on. Yet of course we do offer these kinds of 

interpretations of Bach concertos, performances of Streetcar, of don Quixote 

(novel), of the Vimeo presentation of Uterus Man, presentations or playings 

of Rocket League or Until Dawn (video games), and so on. 

A third point about interpretations of works of art is in order. In some 

recent work, Robert Stecker has pulled back on his early enthusiasm for 

holding that art-relevant interpretations are about the “work meaning” of the 

work.
1
 Jane Forsey has taken Stecker to task about this and suggested that, 

instead, we should think less about the meanings of works of art and more 

about their functions. To be sure, her point is that we are not likely to get an 

adequate account of so-called “everyday aesthetics” without doing so.
2
 But I 

do not take here opposition to viewing the aesthetics of the everyday 

through the lens of philosophy of art quite as seriously as she seems to.
3
 For 

one thing, I think that interpretive judgments about works of art are as likely 

to be concerned with what the work of art is for, as it is to be concerned 

about what the work of art is about or what it means. And this is going to be 

especially true of interpretations of certain kinds of ceramics, of most works 

of architecture, of many documentary movies, and so on. The former are 

clearly about the function of the work. The latter are more nearly about what 

has, admittedly, been at the center of discussions of evaluation in the 

philosophy of art since the 1950s or so. 

                                                 
1 “For me this is interpreting a piece for its work meaning as I define that notion in 

Interpretation and Construction: Art, Speech, and the Law (Blackwell, 2003). How-

ever, in setting out this test, I try to leave it more open just which types of interpreta-

tion provide the necessary understanding because I want to allow someone to accept 

the test without buying into my views about interpretation”, “Entangled Values: A 

Reply to Dodd”, BJA 55 (2015), p. 395, n7. 
2“The Promise, the Challenge, of Everyday Aesthetics”, Aisthesis 7 (2014), pp. 5-21. 
3 Nor for that matter do I take Stecker‟s oft expressed insistence of interpretation as 

the determination of “work meaning” all that seriously. And for the same reason as 

offered in the text. 
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Aesthetics and the Philosophy of Art. Brock Rough claims there is a 

clear distinction, at least on the behavioral level, between philosophical 

aesthetics and philosophy of art, for “the study of aesthetics is the study of 

the felt quality of perceptions of the senses, while the study of art is the 

study of the historical practice of making art objects”.
1
 Rough also offers a 

second way of drawing the distinction, this time couched in terms of a dis-

tinction between aesthetic and artistic properties. The idea is that 
 

Aesthetic properties are those that are the properties of sen-

sory taste that we perceive in the things we experience: prop-

erties like „beautiful‟, „dynamic‟, „graceful‟… Artistic proper-

ties are those that are relevant to artworks: facts about the 

context of creation, who the artist was, when they made the 

work, what their intentions for the work were, etc. 
 

He does this, as the rest of the essay reveals, in order to note how difficult it 

actually is to make out the distinction in a principled way. For there may be 

no principle that successfully distinguishes between them at the level of de-

scription. Moreover, he claims, 
 

there is no obviously principled way of distinguishing between, 

say, the pleasure felt by slipping into a hot bath, the awe one 

feels before a brilliant sunset, and whatever aesthetic response 

is felt when one contemplates a Caravaggio. 
 

Notice that the claim here is that there is no principled way to distin-

guish among aesthetic pleasures taken in everyday objects and activities and 

aesthetic pleasures taken in works of art. But is there a way to distinguish 

among verdictive claims that are aesthetic and verdictive claims that are 

artistic? 

A more successful attempt is made at the level of verdicts by Stecker 

in a series of essays beginning at least as far back as 2007. The “test” – as he 

calls it – for whether a verdict is aesthetic or artistic is this: 
 

artistic value derives from what artists successfully intend to 

do in their works as mediated by functions of the art forms 

and genres to which the works belong. [So] does one need to 

                                                 
1 “Aesthetics vs. Art” (2014), available at https://1000wordphilosophy.wordpress. 

com/2014/02/13/aesthetics-vs-art/, accessed 12/01/2016. 
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understand the work to appreciate its being valuable in that 

way? If so, it is an artistic value. If not, it is not (p. 357).
1
 

 

And, in a later essay still, he has “proposed fleshing out „understanding‟ in 

terms of the kind of insight we gain through interpretation or a certain kind 

of interpretation”.
2
 

In this context, consider this evaluative statement: 
 

(3) Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens, is a better movie 

than Star Wars Episode 1: The Phantom Menace. 
 

It is certainly possible to express this judgment and, when asked to 

support or defend it – by, say, someone who actually liked Jar Jar Binks – to 

simply stare as if to say, “how can you possibly ask me to defend a prefer-

ence?!” This would be to take the expression “is a better movie than” as 

merely indicated a comparative preference, much like your preference for 

spinach over broccoli; or even simply for okra. In that case, given Stecker‟s 

“test”, you would be uttering an aesthetic evaluation. 

But of course, you are likely instead to be tempted to say things 

about the plot structures of the two movies, the characters and the roles they 

play, even the acting.
3
 But notice now you are discussing the descriptive 

features of the movies and of movies, as such. That is, you are calling atten-

tion to the artistic features, perhaps even giving an interpretation of the 

movies, so as to justify the comparative judgment you have made. That is, 

your verdict will be, as Stecker‟s “test” proposes, an artistic verdictive judg-

ment. 

What this suggests is that, in certain cases, both aesthetic and artistic 

verdictive judgments can be professed about the same things. But a further 

point is in order: for usually those same things are going to be man-made, 

craft based works of art. 

Consider these claims. 
 

(4) That was a gorgeous sunrise. 

(5) That sunrise was quite good. 

                                                 
1 I use his version in “Artistic Value Defended”, JAAC 70 (2012), pp. 355-362. 
2 Stecker 2015, p. 395. The “certain way of interpreting” he refers to here relects his 

commitment to “work meaning”, discussed above p. 166, at n1, at n1. 
3 And here, should you make disparaging remarks about Liam Neeson‟s acting in 

The Phantom Menace, I confess I would have to agree. 
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(6) That was a better sunrise than the one yesterday. 

(7) Sunrises in this part of the country are more rewarding than those 

at home. 
 

I would not dispute that you could make comparative judgments of 

these latter two sorts. But what is crucial is that you need not understand 

how sunrises occur – including how clouds of dust, for example, affect their 

vibrance – in order to make such judgments. And I conclude that, at the 

verdictive level at least, we do have a distinction worth drawing and worth 

paying attention to. 

Three theories of criticism. A good deal of confusion is caused by not 

keeping these straight. For example, Jerrold Levinson writes this: 

 

In this short article I explore two related themes, between 

which there is, I hope to show, a curious tension. The first is 

the fact of there being demonstrably better and worse art-

works. The second is the undeniable importance of personal 

taste as regards preferences among works of art. 

What should be the relationship between what one as 

an individual prefers in the realm of art and what is objective-

ly artistically superior? To what degree should the former be 

aligned with the latter? Might there be a conflict between 

these two apparent values, that is, on the one hand, one‟s own 

taste in art and, on the other, what is truly better art? If there is 

such a conflict, in what way might it be resolved or reduced?
1
 

 

This question posed by Levinson depends on the acceptance to two 

facts: a) that there are demonstrably better and worse artworks with b) that 

our tastes – what we prefer – differ with respect to works of art. What this 

points to is that there is a bifurcation in our understanding of what Sibley 

called “verdicts”, between the verdict we would make on behalf of everyone 

and the verdict we would make on our own behalf. 

Many people believe that, because the verdict we make on our own 

behalf is ineluctably inflected by our personal preferences, there really is no 

possibility of rendering verdicts on everyone else‟s behalf. For that seems to 

require a level of objectivity (or at least intersubjectivity) that the second 

fact shows, it is said, we cannot aspire to. So, on the basis of accepting the 

                                                 
1 “Aesthetic Worth and Personal Taste”, JAAC 68 (2010), pp. 225-233. 
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second of the facts that Levinson refers to, many people deny that the first 

claim actually states a fact. 

The first “solution”. This is the subject of Hume‟s famous essay “Of 

the Standard of Taste”, in which he offers a first possible solution. This so-

lution allows for the two fact-claims to be true and resolves them by holding 

that we have good reason to appeal to “ideal critics” who possess good taste 

and who can discern which objects are worthy of aesthetic attention. There 

are a number of problems with “the ideal critics solution”, as it has been cal-

led. But one advantage it has is that it seems to square with the fact we are 

able to learn from others, others whose judgment we trust, and so whose 

good taste should lead us to choose the right things. It also squares with the 

fact we do seem to acquire “taste” from following the judgments of others 

whom we trust. 

But these putative advantages form a two-edged sword: for those 

others whom we trust may just be snobs. That, at any rate, seems to be the 

current view of most undergraduates – and their teachers – in university 

level institutions in the USA.
1
 Of course, this attitude on the part of many 

may be nothing more than prejudice; and there is no reason to think that we 

should follow the advice of the ignorant over that offered by the educated. 

But we will make no progress by tossing about insults at this level. 

There are, as already indicated, some other, and more severe, prob-

lems with “the ideal critics solution”. Briefly they concern two things: Does 

the artistic appreciation of a work of art depend on first-hand acquaintance 

with that work of art? If it does, then there is considerably less pressure to 

accept the ideal critics solution. For no one, we might think, not even a truly 

ideal and reliable critic, could tell me what kind of experience I will or 

should have with any given work of art. And how does the ideal critic come 

to her/his views in the first place? It is either by a process of learning from 

others whom they regard as ideal critics or it is by a process independent of 

the existence of ideal critics. If the latter, then we don‟t need them; all we 

have to do is undergo that independent process. If the former, then we have 

a “vicious infinite regress” – that is, there is no rational starting place in this 

chain. 

The second “solution”. The second solution is concerned with ana-

lyzing more closely what is involved in the second of the two facts Levinson 

                                                 
1 And they are not alone, of course. A good discussion of this is found in M. Kieran 

“The Vice of Snobbery: Aesthetic Knowledge, Justification and virtue in art appreci-

ation”, The Philosophical Quarterly 50/239 (2010), pp. 243-263. 
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cites. This fact is that our individual preferences are considerably diverse 

when it comes to works of art. The question then becomes, absent an ideal-

critic solution, can an individual come to change her preferences rationally 

so as to make them line up with the judgments made on behalf of everyone 

(that even she is inclined to make) that some works of art are simply better 

than others. 

This should be seen as engaging with some features of the by-now 

standard analyses of preferences. Among those features will be that any two 

alternative preferences are called “incomparable” whenever the preference 

relation is incomplete with respect to them and they will be called “incom-

mensurable” whenever it is impossible to measure them with the same unit 

of measurement. To be sure, cases of irresolvable incompleteness are often 

also regarded as cases of incommensurability.
1
 But the feature of these anal-

yses that is likely to draw most attention is the feature of transitivity of both 

strong preferences, indifference, and weak preferences.
2
 Transitivity is a 

controversial property, and many examples have been offered to show that it 

does not hold in general. These examples can be used to show that actual 

human beings may have cyclic preferences. It does not necessarily follow, 

however, that the same applies to the idealized rational agents of preference 

logic. Perhaps such patterns are due to irrationality or to other factors, such 

as lack of knowledge or discrimination, that prevent actual humans from 

being rational. There is a strong tradition, not least in economic applications, 

to regard full weak-transitivity as a necessary prerequisite of rationality. One 

crucial argument for this rests on the importance of preferences for choice. 

Preferences should be choice guiding. They should be used to guide our 

choices among the elements of a given set of preferred objects or activities. 

But when choosing, for example, from the set, {A,B,C}, a preference rela-

tion that is not transitive does not guide choice at all: any or none of the 

alternatives should be chosen according to that relation. The transitivity of 

                                                 
1 In moral philosophy, irresolvable incompleteness is usually discussed in terms of 

the related notion of a moral dilemma. In aesthetics and philosophy of art, irresolv-

able incompleteness is usually discussed in terms of the related notion of no-fault 

differences in preferences. 
2 A≽B ∧ B≽C → A≽C (transitivity of weak preference) 

The corresponding properties of the other two relations are defined analogously: 

 A∼B ∧ B∼C → A∼C (transitivity of indifference) 

 A≻B ∧ B≻C → A≻C (transitivity of strict preference) 
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preference, it seems, is a necessary condition for a meaningful connection 

between preferences and choice. 

Crucially, for the second solution, preferences have been interpreted 

as expressions of value. “A≻B” then means that more value is assigned to A 

than to B, and “A∼B” that the same value is assigned to the two. As noted 

above, there is a strong tradition, particularly in economics, to equate prefer-

ence with choice. Preference is considered to be hypothetical choice, and 

choice to be revealed preference. 

In the aesthetic notion of philosophy of art, we should think of pref-

erences as strongly connected to our choices. After all, in daily life we ask 

each other things like this: “Which painting do you like?” or “Do you like 

Jay-Z‟s music video of „Empire State of Mind‟?” And we think of these as 

connected to what we would choose to buy, look at, listen to. Even when we 

ask a further question that pushes us to use descriptions to support our ver-

dicts, the question is “What was it about X that you liked?” And that ques-

tion too is about what kinds of things we would choose to look at, listen to, 

and purchase. 

For us to be (fully) responsible for our choices – especially if we are 

going to offer verdicts on everyone‟s behalf – we must answer the following 

three questions affirmatively: (A) Can we have reasons for our preferences? 

(B) Can preferences be rationally criticized? And (C) can we really change 

our preferences? So, can we? Whether we can is a difficult and highly tech-

nical issue. But here are some observations. 

We rarely consider those who justify their choice only by saying 

“Because I preferred to do this” as giving reasons. So, if choices (and hence 

preferences) are justifiable, we have to be able to give reasons for them. And 

one promising way to think of this is in terms of so-called “second order” 

preferences, the preference to be the kind of person who would prefer a 

particular kind of thing or to engage in (or disengage from) some particular 

kind of activity. 

In practical reasoning, it is an important issue whether preferences 

can be criticized rationally. Preference sets as discussed so far are open to 

rational criticism only insofar as (i) they are inconsistent or (ii) they (in 

combination with beliefs) commit the agent to inferences that make the 

resulting preference sets inconsistent. But we should not be content with this 
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if we really want to see why an individual might rationally seek to change 

her intrinsic preferences.
1
 

There are several, largely empirical reasons, for thinking that peo-

ple‟s preferences really do change over time. So, the second solution to the 

problem Levinson points out takes its cue from this discussion and conclud-

es a) that we do change our intrinsic preferences, b) that they can be criticiz-

ed from the point of view of taking on board a second-order preference for 

higher aesthetic experiences, and c) that therefore we can offer reasons, 

from an aesthetic point of view, about the aesthetic aspects of our first-order 

preferences. Whether we do so, of course, depends on how much we are 

ready to adopt the second order preference for “appreciative experiences 

worth having”. But the point is, according to the proponents of this solution, 

we can. 

The third “solution”. The third solution also agrees to the two facts, 

but thinks there is no real tension between them. For it assumes that 

philosophical aesthetics can account for the second of the facts and philoso-

phy of art can account for the first one. Most of its focus is on the first fact: 

for it offers an “achievement view” of the nature of artistic merit, not an 

aesthetic view that is grounded in first-person experience and the quality of 

that experience. That is, contrary to the assumption shared between the 

Humean and the second solution, it does not assume that the artistic merit of 

a work of art is to be explained by its “capacity..., in virtue of its form and 

content, to afford appreciative experiences worth having” (as Levinson puts 

it, op.cit., p. 226). 

The third solution assumes there really are differences between 

philosophy of art and aesthetics. And it does not agree with the assumption 

that artistic merit depends on the capacity to provide aesthetic experiences 

of some kind. Moreover, it holds that the first and second facts that Levin-

son describes have two very different kinds of explanations. 

The first kind of claim asserts the artistic merits of a work of art on 

behalf of everyone by reference to the achievements made (or not made) in 

the particular work of art. Whether such achievements are or are not made in 

the work is an objective question of fact. The second kind of claim asserts 

                                                 
1 A clear and interesting discussion of extrinsic and intrinsic preferences, and the 

reason the demand here is placed on intrinsic preferences can be found at S.O. Hans-

son & T. Grüne-Yanoff "Preferences", (2012) The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philoso-

phy, ed. E.N. Zalta, URL = https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2012/entries/pref-

erences/, accessed March, 2012. 

https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2012/
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the aesthetic value of a particular work of art to some individual or group on 

the basis of the aesthetic qualities that that individual or group prefers to 

have; and preferences are usually subjective. 

This third solution squares with our standard ways of dealing with 

the lack of artistic value of forgeries. For, despite the fact they may provide 

more “appreciative experiences worth having” than originals may, they may 

still be objectively less valuable, artistically, in the same way that a piece of 

property may be less valuable, from a realtor‟s point of view, than some po-

tential homeowners feel it is because of their preference to own it. It squares 

also with everyday kinds of remark about the aesthetic value of some works 

of art being merely opinions, because those comments are explicitly about 

what we like, and are not really about what is better or worse. Remarks that 

are genuinely about what is better or worse in a work of art rest on consider-

ations of the achievements in them, not on our varying preferences for or 

against them. Moreover, this solution is better positioned to explain why 

some works of art do not aim to provide high-quality aesthetic experiences. 

And, finally, it results in no contradiction between either finding that a work 

is good but not to one‟s liking or finding that a work is bad but is something 

one really likes (like a so-called “guilty pleasure”). 

This “solution” does not seem to explain why we have and continue 

to have the practices of art making and reception that we do have. The 

standard story is that art practices arise in any culture because of a human 

preference for aesthetic experiences deemed worth having. A second part of 

that standard story is that art occurs in every culture because people will 

develop ways to ensure we have access to that kind of experience – and art 

is the most promising way to do that.
1
 

One way to address this issue is suggested by Noel Carroll.
2
 “As an 

appreciative heuristic applied to art… the… approach proposes that, in order 

to appreciate a work of art, one must 1) identify its intended purpose or 

purposes and 2) determine the adequacy or appropriateness of its form – its 

formal choices – to the realization or articulation of its intended purpose (or 

purposes)”, (p. 4f). Moreover, “although, by laying out these elements se-

quentially, it may seem as though I am suggesting that they must be per-

formed sequentially – first find the purpose, then see how it is or is not im-

                                                 
1 M. Matthen “Art and Evolution”, The Routledge Companion to Aesthetics (Routl-

edge 2013), pp. 278-288; and Matthen “Play, Skill, and the Origins of Perceptual 

Art”, BJA 55 (2015), pp. 173-197. 
2 “Art Appreciation”, The Journal of Aesthetic Education 50/4 (2016), pp. 1-14. 
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plemented successfully – these operations need not be performed in any 

specific order”, (p. 5). 

By “identifying its intended purpose” so as to include discovering an 

intended meaning, or discovering an intended aesthetic effect, discovering 

the purpose of providing cognitive experiences, discovering the purpose of 

providing certain specific affective experiences for an audience, and so on, 

Carroll shows how we might answer the challenge posed by the standard 

stories about the evolution of art. For there is nothing incompatible within 

the idea that art – as a set of human practices of making and appreciating 

(including evaluating) – grew out of an initial impulse to provide aesthetic 

experiences worth having and then outgrew that to become a set of practices 

having purposes that are not, or not only aesthetic, in nature. 

Achievements and artistic verdicts. Aesthetic and artistic values and 

verdicts are different, not only because their targets are different, but also 

because one involves the values associated with preferences and the other 

involves the values of artistic achievements. David Davies articulates the 

standard alternative to this view (which he and others call “aesthetic empiri-

cism” and with which he disagrees) as follows: “the basic principle of em-

piricist axiology [is] that the artistic value of a work of art resides in qual-

ities of the experience it elicits in an appropriately primed viewer” where 

“experience” is understood not only to refer to direct perceptual encounters 

but also imaginative engagement with a work of art, (p. 255). 

In contrast, Davies and Carroll both urge us to think of verdicts – in 

the case of evaluations of works of art – on the achievement model of 

artistic evaluation. Carroll puts the point – which he calls “appreciation-as-

sizing-up” – this way: 
 

This sense of “appreciate”, in contrast to the appreciation-as-

liking sense, is impersonal. Clearly, one can assess the value 

of something without liking it. One can assess the value of a 

piece of property without being attracted to it, for example, a 

decrepit tenement building. Furthermore, if “depreciate” is the 

opposite of “appreciate”, one can surely estimate the dimin-

ished or diminishing value of something, while still regarding 

it with affection. I still cherish my old cashmere sweater al-

though I realize its diminished value – not only is it somewhat 

tattered, but it has no more use-value for me, since I (unfortu-

nately) outgrew it long ago, (op.cit., p. 2). 
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Still, we can see the need for more details about artistic achievements. 

In a paper she initially delivered at the Central Division Meeting of 

the Amerian Philosophical Association in 2014, Gwen Bradford was con-

cerned about the question of whether claims about the meaning of life can 

ever be “objective”, that is, whether a life can have “objective worth”. One 

way to think about this is to suggest a way that “achievements can have 

objective worth”, (p. 1).
1
 

Among the background assumptions in her paper is “that achieve-

ments are valuable in virtue of challenge, inter alia”. (1) Bradford assumes 

this here, although she has argued for it elsewhere (“Achievement, well-being, 

and value”, Philosophy Compass 11 (2016), pp. 795-803). The structure of a-

chievements is this: “an achievement involves a process that culminates in a 

product, outcome, or goal”, (p. 796.). Her assumption here is based on the 

fact that not every achievement is of a worthwhile goal. Some simply are 

not – for example, climbing a mountain or peeling a banana – while others 

of course are – for example, painting the Sistine Chapel ceiling or creating 

the small pox vaccine. So, the intrinsic value of achievements, if they have 

any, probably lies elsewhere than in the fact they culminate in worthwhile 

goals. And the assumption she makes here is that the value has something to 

do with the difficulty, or challenge, that the adopter of a goal presents to 

herself. 

Using J.S. Mill‟s famous “crisis” over imagining that all his life proj-

ects might be realized, Bradford notes that “Mill subsequently has some-

thing of a breakdown, overwhelmed by the sense that his aim has now “lost 

its charm” and seems worthless and “tragic”, (Mill. Autobiography [1873], 

1989, p. 112)”, (Bradford, 2015, p. 2). Bradford uses this story, in part, to mo-

tivate the claim that “there is something significant about the pursuit that is 

distinctive from the finished product”, (ibid., p. 3). 

But if there is something significant about pursuit beyond the value 

of the product, what precisely is that source of significance and value? It 

does not consist in the outright impossibility of a goal, such as squaring the 

circle. That Sisyphean picture of a goal is, perhaps, “the archetype of mean-

inglessness”, (ibid. p. 4). That is, the goal cannot be difficult to attain for that 

reason. However, there are other reasons a goal might be difficult or seem 

unreachable, and not be a paradigm of meaninglessness. Suppose “the goal 

                                                 
1 “Achievement and the meaning of life”, 2015 APA Central Division, pp. 1-17. At 

https://www.academia.edu/11205798/Achievement_and_the_Meaning_of_Life, ac-

cessed on February 15, 2017. 

https://www.academia.edu/11205798/Achievement_and_the_Meaning_of_Life
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develops and expands as we approach it”, where this means both that “new 

aspects of the goal emerge and so the pursuit expands” and that “our under-

standing of what would amount to completion of the goal changes as we 

progress”, (ibid., p. 4). Tellingly, the examples Bradford gives to illustrate 

this conception of what she calls “self-propagating goals” are the goals of a 

scientific understanding of some phenomena and the goals of artists. And 

these seem both to have value that is independent of whether the goal is 

arrived at and to lend value to activities in pursuit of such goals. For, as 

Bradford comments, in such cases “the more you accomplish, the more is 

possible for you to accomplish”. 

So it is, one might well think, with works of art. Consider now two 

aesthetic evaluations and two artistic evaluations of the same object. 
 

(8) The Ennead Architect‟s design for the Natural History 

Museum of Utah, which once I loved, no longer appeals to 

me; and I do not enjoy looking at it. 

(8*) The Ennead Architect‟s design for the Natural History 

Museum of Utah fails because it is a hodge-podge of architec-

tural styles and no effort is or has been made to integrate those 

varying styles either into a whole in which the styles seem to 

reflect on each other or into a whole in which the styles can be 

seen to complement each other.
1
 

 

(2) The Morris Louis painting in the Nelson-Atkins really 

makes me weak in the knees. 

(2*) The Morris Louis painting owned and displayed by the 

Nelson-Atkins Gallery is one of his Veil Paintings, a “stain 

painting” consisting of waves of brilliant, curving color-

shapes submerged in translucent washes through which sepa-

rate colors emerge principally at the edges; and in the stain 

paintings Louis was concerned with the classic problems of 

pictorial space and the flatness of the picture plane. 
 

One thing that is immediately evident in the two verdicts is that one 

does not need to understand anything about the museum or the painting to 

have aesthetic reactions like (8) and (2). It is difficult to see how one could 

have reactions like (8*) or (2*) without such understanding. 

                                                 
1 Neither of these is true, by the way. I offer them only as examples. 
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So, what is to be understood in these latter two cases? It‟s fairly natu-

ral to say that (8*) holds there was a possible goal that was not even aimed 

at and (2*) holds there was a possible goal that was aimed at and achieved. 

And what was understood on the part of she who asserted (8*) and (2*) was 

the nature of the achievement (what was to be aimed at, so to speak) and the 

effort it would have taken or did take to achieve it. 

 

 
 

The Natural History Museum, Salt Lake City 

 

This, however, is not the final word. For consider the achievements 

imagined in the following two cases: 
 

  (8*)The Ennead Architect‟s design for the Natural History 

Museum of Utah fails because it is a hodge-podge of architec-

tural styles and no effort is or has been made to integrate those 

varying styles either into a whole in which the styles seem to 

reflect on each other or into a whole in which the styles can be 

seen to complement each other. 
 

  (9*) The Ennead Architect‟s design for the Natural History 

Museum of Utah fails because the function of a natural history 

museum is to be programmable in such a way that its patrons 

can get the information they seek; and this building is not pro-

grammable in that way. 
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(8*) is clearly about styles and combinations of styles in architectural de-

sign; and (9*) is about the functions that architects must think about in 

developing and executing their designs.
1
 If, following Stecker, we hold that 

what has to be understood in works of art is expressed in the interpretations 

we give of works, and if we hold – as I do – that interpretations are either 

about what a work is, what it is for, what it is about, or what it means, then 

we should say that (8*) is more about work meaning and (9*) is more about 

function, or what the object is for. 

Are these in the kind of tension that Forsey seems to think? I think, 

rather, that we should be pluralists about what it takes to evaluate a work of 

art and that to render an artistic verdict, as opposed to rendering an aesthetic 

verdict, one must show one understands the object or activity being evaluat-

ed. But that requirement can be met in a variety of ways, by any kind of 

interpretation of the art object or art activity. 

 

 

 

Mimesis and Interpretive Reason or How to Talk about Art: 

A Defense of Adorno’s Conception of Aesthetic Experience 
 

Sarah Stoll 

(MIMESIS, LMU München) 
 
 

Change of Perspective. From the Autonomy of Production to the 

Autonomy of Aesthetic Experience. 
 

However, if finished works only become what they are be-

cause their being is a process of becoming, they are in turn de-

pendent on forms in which their process crystallizes: interpre-

tation, commentary, and critique. These are not simply brought 

to bear on works by those who concern themselves with them; 

rather they are the arena of the historical development of art-

works in themselves, and thus they are forms in their own 

right.
2
 

                                                 
1 It probably goes without saying, but neither of these is true either. 
2 Th.W. Adorno Aesthetic Theory [1970], ed. & trans. R. Hullot-Kentor, London 

2002, p. 194; hereinafter AT. 
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In her introduction to the Theories of Contemporary Art Juliane Rebentisch 

proclaims a shift in the autonomy of art.
1
 Through the departure of art from 

the modernist notion of work its autonomy should no longer be sought in the 

object of art, but in the relation between subject and object, namely, “in the 

specific way we experience objects of art as distinct from other things (for 

example a chair or a theoretical text)”.
2
 In this regard Rebentisch bids good-

bye to Adornoʼs conception of aesthetic experience, which she thinks gives 

precedence to the object and therefore regards as a modernist view of art. 

Rebentisch further levies two accusations of heteronomy against Adorno: 

On the one hand, referring to Rüdiger Bubner,
3
 she accuses Adornoʼs project 

of instilling a “moment of truth” into the artwork which “aims for knowl-

edge”, whereby experience as non-cognitive would be restricted;
4
 on the 

other hand she recognises that Adornoʼs theory of progress, which he devel-

ops in „Art and the Arts“,
5
 produces a system.

6
 

Because of these three reproaches Juliane Rebentisch tries to rehabil-

itate Kantʼs conception of aesthetic experience, which – subsequent to 

Bubner – she grasps as the model case of aesthetics which neither engages 

art in the name of truth nor makes it depend upon truth through systematic 

constraints. Moreover, according to Rebentisch an actualisation of Kantʼs 

project would be more adequate to art since the 1960ʼs, in which she makes 

out the dissolution of boundaries.
7
 

Inconsistently, Rebentischʼs actualization understands aesthetic expe-

rience as decisively different from Kant: “not in a Kantian sense, as the 

pleasure the subject takes in itself (or in its faculties), but as a process that is 

essentially played out between subject and object”.
8
 Therefore, Rebentisch 

                                                 
1 Theorien der Gegenwartskunst, Hamburg 2013, my trans. 
2 „Zur Aktualität Ästhetischer Autonomie. Juliane Rebentisch im Gespräch”, M. 

Steinweg et al. (Hrsg.) Inästhetik Nr. 0. Theses on Contemporary Art, Zürich (März 

2008), p. 104f, my trans. 
3 „Über einige Bedingungen gegenwärtiger Ästhetik” , Ästhetische Erfahrung, Frank-

furt/M. 1989, pp. 7-51. 
4„Ein Neuanfang in der Ästhetik”, Theorien der Gegenwartskunst, pp.40-57,my trans. 
5 Can One Live after Auschwitz: A Philosophical Reader, ed. R. Tiedemann, trans. 

R. Livingstone, Stanford 2003, pp. 368-387. 
6 Aesthetics of Installation Art [2003], ed. L. Whitman-Salkin, trans. D. Hendrickson 

& G. Jackson, Berlin 2012, pp. 99-140. 
7 Cf. Eco, U. „The poetics of the Open Work” [1962], The open work, trans. A. 

Cancogni, Harvard UP 1989, pp. 1-23. 
8 Aesthetics of Installation Art, p. 11. 
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adds to Kantʼs subjective, abstract-formal concept of experience a relation to 

the object. For an experiential-theoretical perspective, with which Reben-

tisch identifies, her notion of experience remains, ironically, vague. This 

weakness I make the starting point and show that a conception of aesthetic 

experience which does not lack Rebentischʼs theory of shift and which con-

siders both of her accusations of heteronomy can be far more precisely de-

veloped with Adorno than with Kant. After briefly refuting her two accusa-

tions of heteronomy, I concentrate on Rebentischʼs first accusation, that of 

Adorno being an objectivistic modernist, and aim to show that the subject-

object relation she wants to reach is already structurally contained in A-

dornoʼs concept of aesthetic experience – namely as the interdependence of 

art and interpretation. 

Why The Fountain Cannot Be Experienced Aesthetically. I will not 

pay much attention to Rebentischʼs first accusation of heteronomy according 

to which Adorno is believed to instill a moment of truth in the artwork, be-

cause, drawing on Ruth Sonderegger, Adorno can easily be defended against 

it: Contrary to Bubner, Adorno does not understand truth as a “transcendent 

idea” but as “the relation between artwork and empirical world, from which 

the artwork comes and from which it is never entirely absolved ”.
1
 In other 

words: “The truth-content concerns the relation between art and society”; 

more precicely, the relation of “the internal logical structures of the art-

work” and “the logic of its social context”.
2
 In the course of this argument 

even the false attribution that Adornoʼs project supposedly aims for episte-

mic value loses its justification, because, as Joseph Früchtl says, “experience 

is knowledge”.
3
 

However, Rebentischʼs second accusation of heteronomy, that Ador-

no develops a theory of progress which produces a system and thus excludes 

objects as non-art which do not fit his framework, has to be taken seriously. 

Because Adornoʼs theory of progress contradicts his own principally anti-

systematic way of thinking, and because Adornoʼs wish for strong form 

must be considered as ethically motivated, namely to protect artworks a-

gainst subjective projections by their recipients, it is possible to present a 

non-heteronomous theory of “form and the formed” (e.g., AT p. 306) recon-

                                                 
1 Über einige Bedingungen gegenwärtiger Ästhetik, p. 13, my trans. 
2 „Ästhetische Theorie”, Klein, R., Kreuzer, J. & Müller-Doohm, S. (Hrsg.) Adorno. 

Handbuch. Leben - Werk – Wirkung, Stuttgart 2011, p. 420, my trans. 
3 Ästhetische Erfahrung und moralisches Urteil. Eine Rehabilitierung, Frankfurt/M. 

1996, p. 63, my trans. 
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structed from Adornoʼs Aesthetic Theory – where it is laid out without sys-

tematizing – employing the category of “the new”, (AT p. 32f). This does not 

mean that Adorno is de-ethicized, since the relation between subject and 

object is itself structurally an ethical one. 

Marcel Duchampʼs readymade Fountain (1917) is the object which 

scholars – among them Rebentisch – point to again and again to argue a-

gainst Adornoʼs aesthetics. This object is perceived as the prototype of 

boundary-dissolving artworks, challenging the specifity of genre and in this 

way Adornoʼs conception of the development of form and subsequently – 

according to Rebentisch – Adornoʼs conception of aesthetic experience. 

Against Rebentisch I want to offer Marcel Duchampʼs Fountain as an exam-

ple and exemplum to show that it is possible to think with Adorno, and there-

by argue that its context can be taken as a virtual element of its composition. 

With Adorno, Duchampʼs Fountain can be described as radicalised 

montage. The insertion of “montaged waste” (AT p. 155, my trans.) into an 

artwork Adorno rates either as positive or negative, depending on its 

graduated impact. As mimesis to the wrong empirical waste – the material of 

art – it is desirable as long as it remains an element and as long as the 

artwork can create an aesthetic impact. In this way the “literal, illusionless 

ruins of empirical reality” (AT p. 155) are not presented formlessly as naked, 

raw material anymore. “Pure facts” (loc.cit.) which would not be mediated 

through form, are, according to Adorno, incapable of aesthetic difference 

and thus cannot create the possibility of aesthetic experience. But in Marcel 

Duchampʼs readymade, waste – and thus montage – becomes total. Hence 

with Adorno the readymade must be accused of “nominalism”, (AT p. 201). 

Rebentisch, however, integrates Adornoʼs aversion to the readymade into 

the lines of progress – which his logic of development, formulated in Art 

and the Arts, draws on – in order to criticize it from within her own system 

of argumentation. According to Rebentisch, the readymade marks a “quali-

tative leap”
1
 against which Adorno writes: 

 

As much as the tendency toward a fraying of the boundaries 

of genres, the invasion of reality into art is legitimate only 

when it remains bound to an engagement of the conventions 

of formal creation within each of the individual arts, (loc.cit.). 
 

Bubner examines the Fountain from another perspective: he regards 

                                                 
1 Aesthetics of Installation Art, p. 120. 
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the readymade as an emblem of the end of modernist aesthetics, because it 

destroys the unity of the work, and therefore according to Bubner cannot be 

perceived as “second order reality” (AT p. 286) anymore; not even as “objec-

tively given”, as an “independent being beyond theory and reflection”.
1
 

Against Bubner I want to claim that the readymade can be perceived 

as a second-order reality, because against Adorno it does have form. Its 

form builds parasiticaly upon social facts and makes them its elements. In 

this case the social fact would the museum gallery, whose context becomes 

part of the artwork and which in consequence becomes aesthetic. As virtual 

material the context (the concrete museum), combines with the social fact of 

the cultural institution (museums in general) and together with the object 

(the pissoir) they build an aesthetic structure as a second reality, while the 

context remains open and fluid. Through the context becoming aesthetic, the 

work is not clearly limited anymore. The question of the frame pushes itself 

to the fore.
2
 Because art for Adorno does not reflect on its own institutionali-

zation, Adorno misses a new virtual element of its composition. 

Nevertheless, with Adorno one can criticize the readymade, for its el-

ements are replaceable: an instituion of culture, plus an object, which is not 

art. The readymade, which calls itself into question, calls art as a whole into 

question, as it refers to its own preconditions and poses the question: what is 

art? But as immediate critique, which can be articulated, it makes less pos-

sible a reenactment of autonomy and functions rather as a motivation for 

reflection on art institutions and art. As a critique of the insitution, the ready-

made actually embodies an idea that can be couched in discursive terms and 

thus can be experienced intellectually, instead of aesthetically. To make this 

distinction, one must not turn away from Adorno. Kant too would not accept 

Duchampʼs readymade as art, because he explicitly makes a distinction be-

tween positive knowledge and aesthetic judgement. So because of the possi-

bility of reformulating the readymade discursively, one can speak with A-

dorno and Kant of an “eradication of aesthetic subjectivity”, (AT p. 157). In 

spite of everything, the readymade can still be judged as positive, even if it 

is inaccessible to aesthetic experience. 

Aesthetic Experience as the Interdependence of Art and Interpreta-

tion. Aesthetic experience in Adornoʼs Aesthetic Theory does not mean the 

                                                 
1 Buber op.cit. p. 33, my trans. 
2 The question of the frame cannot be discussed here in detail. On this topic, see Der-

rida, J. „Parergon”, The Truth in Painting, trans. G. Benington & I. McLeod, London 

1987, pp. 15-147. 
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“reconstruction... of the process of production”.
1
 Adorno is explicit when he 

says: “Specifically aesthetic experience, as self-abandonment to artworks, is 

indifferent to their genesis”, (AT p. 179). Quite the opposite, aesthetic expe-

rience has been interpretation all along. Because of art being a riddle, it 

“neccessarily awaits its own explanation”, (AT p. 353): 
 

All artworks – and art altogether – are [riddles]; since antiqui-

ty this has been an irritation to the theory of art. That artworks 

say something and in the same breath conceal it, expresses this 

enigma from the perspective of language. This characteristic 

cavorts clownishly; if one is within the artwork, if one partici-

pates in its immanent completion, this enigma makes itself in-

visible; if one steps outside the work, breaking the contract 

with its immanent context, this enigma returns like a ghost, (AT 

p. 120, my mod. trans.). 
 

It is the enigmatic character of the artwork which gives interpretation its 

special importance – in Adorno, beyond science, interpretation is assigned 

its own status as a medium of cognition.
2
 The interdependence of art and 

interpretation corresponds with the interdependence of art and aesthetics, 

which Adorno describes as a reflection of aesthetic experience. 

Adorno makes clear the exigency of the artwork for interpretation 

when he does not take the artwork as fixed. Because what is only realized 

potentially in the structure of the artwork, has to be unfolded in infinite at-

tempts at understanding, be those in public discussion or in private viewing. 

Thus what Eco and his successors consider a special feature of artworks 

which dissolves their boundaries, for Adorno is essential for every work of 

art, because every work of art is not complete prior to being experienced. 

The enigmatic character of the artwork mediates between two radi-

cally differing perspectives and thus between two different modes of experi-

ence, which in relation to each other lead to what we call aesthetic experi-

ence. The artwork functions as an interface between two worlds: on the one 

hand there is the inside of the artwork, the “world once over” (ibid., p. 138) 

which asks for mimesis to keep track of its internal logical structures, al-

though as “determinate indeterminateness”(ibid., p. 71f.) the world once over 

makes sense only in itself, as it makes no sense in non-aesthetic discourse. 

                                                 
1 Cf., e.g., Aesthetics of Installation Art, p. 112. 
2 „The Essay as Form” [1958], Notes to Literature II, trans. S.W. Nicholsen, NYC 

1991, pp. 3-23. 
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On the other hand there is the outside of the artwork – the empirical world, 

where what has been experienced inside, must be reflected in the scope of 

“interpretive reason”, (ibid., p. 128). This means that what only makes sense 

inside, has somehow to be put in relation to what only makes sense outside. 

While doing so, the problem arises that both of these worlds are restricted to 

their own frameworks: the aesthetic the inside, the dis-cursive the outside. 

Inside. Adorno humorously points out that the difference between 

what “those who are alien to art”
1
 – the so called inartistics (“die Amusis-

chen”, (AT p. 181)) – perceive and what the initiated perceive defines the 

riddle-character of the artwork. In their “defective attitude” the inartistics 

become the “confirmation of artʼs truth”, because they are “on an elementa-

ry level” assured of its enigmatic character, (AT p. 120). Thus according to 

Adorno the inartistics who are not capable of aesthetic experience because 

they are too obtuse to receive the mimetic impulses, actually understand art 

better than the alleged friends of art who love art so much that the remark 

that art would be like that is enough for them to justify everything in it. The 

so-called friends of art ignore artʼs provocation and through this, they make 

art appear harmless. The inartistics on the other hand understand the ele-

mentary fact of art, namely that art is incompre-hensible. 

However, the inartistics do not get beyond being presented with the 

riddle as a “grimace” (AT p. 125), because they are lacking a decisive entry-

point for the experience from the inside: they are not able to perceive the 

riddle in the shape of a question
2
 which asks for an answer. Since the riddle 

can neither be solved intellectually nor without effort, but only through 

reenacting the inherent structures of the artwork, Mimesis proceeds – unlike 

with Kant – not as feeling
3
 but as proper behaviour in relation to the art-

work. Adorno therefore describes the mimetic experience of the inside as 

being like musical performance, which requires practice, as opposed to writ-

ten musical notation.
4
 Out of the practice of interpretation of musical works 

the alternative appears between an analytic-reconstructive ability to explain, 

which the artwork does not ask for, and a musical-performative ability to 

                                                 
1 Ibid., p. 120. 
2 „If a work opens itself completely, it reveals itself as a question and enforces 

reflection; then the work vanishes into the distance, only to return to those who 

thought they understood it, overwhelming them for a second time with the question 

“What is it?”“, AT p. 121, my italics. 
3 Critique of Judgement [1790], trans. J.C. Meredith, Oxford 2007, §12. 
4 AT p. 125; also E . Ortland „Rätselcharakter , Kommentar, Kritik”, Journal of the 

Faculty of Letters, The University of Tokyo, Aesthetics, Vol. 35 (2010), p. 61. 
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play. The playing happens somehow pre-reflectively, and is re-garded by A-

dorno as a specific insight into the artwork‟s riddle-character because it 

remains itself enigmatic, (AT p. 125). Only in this specific way does an expe-

rience of “the new in its newness”
1
 become possible. The innovation of 

Adornoʼs concept of mimesis lies in this: through abandoning oneself to the 

new by performing it, one finds possible something that hitherto appeared as 

impossible, something which is situated in the realm of non-knowledge. But 

because the abandoning of oneself to the artwork is “blind in itself”, it has a 

“moment of muteness, which necessarily exceeds itself”.
2
 In the end, what 

the artwork says when one “enters into a contract with [it] so that it will 

speak” (AT p. 266) wants to be articulated in inter-pretation. This also contra-

dicts the Kantian analytic of beauty. 

Outside. That “every work wants to be understood [purely in itself], 

but none can in fact be so understood”,
3
 leads to a paradox, that even if the 

playing of the inside happens mimetically, aesthetic experience in the last 

instance is to be solely mediated through thinking.
4
 After the experience has 

left the artwork and seen it from the outside, it returns to the artwork and 

shows itself as constitutive of the actual experience.
5
 Behaving like a gestalt 

image, the enigmatic character repels and attracts the recipient again and 

again, whereby an interplay between mimetical performance and the reflec-

tion of it takes place. Were aesthetic experience only to stay on the side of 

the riddle-character – in the aesthetic sphere – it would be empty, irrational 

and without force.
6
 Only in relation to non-aesthetic discourses, which are 

characterised as having meaning, can that which has been experienced mi-

metically become subversive of that meaning and indirectly put the truth-

claims of non-aesthetic discourse into question. Confronted with infinite 

sensual intuition, the intellect accepts that its judgements are principally 

limited and thus abstains from judgement. 

Interpretive reason indicates that in the face of what is mimetically 

experienced, something is anticipated, which presently is not there, but shall 

be possible in the future. Thus, interpretive thinking – as Sonderegger men-

                                                 
1 „The Essay as Form“, p. 21. 
2 Adorno Ästhetik [1958-9], d. E. Ortland Frankfurt/M. 2009, p. 204; my trans. 
3 „Parataxis” [1964], Notes to Literature, II, pp. 109-149, 112; my mod. trans. 
4 „[T]he neediness implicit in its enigmaticalness nevertheless turns toward interpre-

tive reason”, ibid., p. 128. 
5 Ästhetik, p. 205. 
6 Rätselcharakter, Kommentar, Kritik, p. 60. 
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tions – has in the last instance “a reasonable disposition of society – joy in-

deed –“
1
 and opposes the “taboo [which] is issued about the future”.

2
 Thus, 

unlike in Kant, aesthetic experience in Adorno is not immediately linked to 

pleasure. Pleasure only exists as a thrill of anticipation for satiation, enforc-

ing the claim: It could be different! In the course of this argument, we see 

that knowledge through art, which shows itself as linked to pleasure, is also 

related to the future and thus only obtainable in a negative sense – as what it 

is not. 

That meaning stays unstable during the (in principle) infinite process 

of aesthetic experience, entails in consequence the “pre-established defeat of 

its recipient”, (AT p. 121, my trans.). An interpretation of the artwork can nev-

er be final, because “even the felicitously interpreted work asks for further 

understanding” (AT p. 122), and thus the “enigma outlives the interpretation”, 

(AT p. 125). The riddle-character of Adornoʼs aesthetics is directed against 

the understanding of art in general and opposes hermeneutic and communi-

cation-theory models.
3
 Due to this riddle-character “the task of aesthetics is 

not to comprehend artworks as hermeneutical objects; [instead] it is [their] 

incomprehensibility [itself] that needs to be comprehended”, (ibid., p. 118). 

During aesthetic experience the recipient must understand that the 

solution to the riddle is contained only potentially in the artwork. It enforces 

a search for its solution through its structure, but this search in principle 

continues ad infinitum. Thus “the solution of the [riddle] amounts to giving 

the reason for its insolubility”, (ibid., p. 122, my mod. trans.). Hence in the last 

instance the experience of art is about understanding incomprehensibility 

itself. The one who experiences aesthetically must not be afraid to get lost in 

the maze of aesthetic experience, because “whenever consciousness wants 

to safeguard itself from erring, this is the potential for its doom”, (AT p. 121, 

my trans.). Thus the attention to the experience must not slacken – although it 

will never come to an end. Otherwise the recipient would be presented with 

the riddle of the artwork – like the inartistics – as a grimace with an “empty 

gaze”, (AT p. 120) – and the relation to the object would be lost. Adorno 

gives life to the artwork, when experienced properly, and thus inverts Kantʼs 

                                                 
1 „Essay und System”, Adorno. Handbuch, op.cit., pp. 427-430, 428. 
2 Against Epistemology. A Metacritique [1956], trans. W. Domingo, Cambridge 

2013, p. 32. 
3 „The German language, in its protophilosophic description of aesthetic experience, 

rightly expresses that one understands something of art, not that one understands 

art”, Ästhetik, p. 121. 
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subjection of the object under the recipientʼs response.
1
 Instead, the gaze of 

the artwork invites the recipients to lose themselves. Aesthetic experience 

transforms or – from the perspective of non-aesthetic reason – deforms the 

recipient: 
 

No one who enters an artwork remains what he/she is; each 

and every concept is so transformed that its scope can be af-

fected and its meaning refashioned, (AT p. 122). 
 

Finally, for the recipient who gazes from the perspective of the artwork – as 

quasi-deformed, as Christoph Menke asserts – it finally becomes possible to 

recognize the grimace of non-aesthetic reason.
2
 

The Initiation to Aesthetic Experience: Erotics, Desire and Madness. 

Adorno describes the invitation to aesthetic experience through confronta-

tion as an immediate somatic reaction, as being overwhelmed by the non-

conceptual but nevertheless determined, and in this he adapts Kantʼs analyt-

ic of the sublime to the context of aesthetic experience. The sublime, which 

Kant reserves only for appearances of nature,
3
 according to Adorno better 

describes what art does, especially because in the sublime the road to reflec-

tion is provided: 
 

The recipients lose their footing; the possibility of truth, em-

bodied in the aesthetic image, becomes tangible. This immedi-

acy, in the fullest sense, of relation to artworks is a function of 

mediation, of penetrating and encompassing experience; it 

takes shape in the fraction of an instant, and for this the whole 

of consciousness is required, not isolated stimuli and re-

sponses, (AT p. 244). 
 

In this sense aesthetic behavior is first of all “the capacity to shudder, as if 

                                                 
1 „You want to get a look at the object with our own eyes [subject the object under 

your own eyes], just as if our delight depended on sensation. And yet, if upon so 

doing, we call the object beautiful, we believe ourselves to be speaking with a 

universal voice, and lay claim to the concurrence of everyone, whereas no private 

sensation would be decisive except for the observer alone and his own linking”, 

Critique of Judgement, §8. 
2 Die Souveränität der Kunst: Ästhetische Erfahrung nach Adorno und Derrida, Fran 

kfurt/M. 1991, p. 277. 
3 „Not just in the sublime, as Kant thought, but in all beauty the subject becomes 

conscious of its own nullity and attains beyond it to what is other”, ibid., p. 266. 
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goose bumps were the first aesthetic image” (AT p. 331). 

Nevertheless Adorno repeats the Kantian critique of beauty.
1
 Accord-

ing to Adorno it is impossible for beauty to be a criterion that can be formu-

lated positively. He rejects aesthetic norms such as harmony, the golden 

mean or homeostasis as being objectively unproveable characteristics, as all 

pre-critical. Instead, beauty in Adornoʼs theory shows itself as what creates 

the possibility of aesthetic experience, because it cannot be grasped through 

understanding. Thus his definition of beauty would be: If an object is able to 

facilitate aesthetic experience, it is beautiful.
2
 

In both of his aesthetics lectures on Platoʼs Phaidros Adorno explains 

the relation between art and its recipients through beauty as sensual idea. 

Beauty exposes reason as imperfect and creates the desire to achieve perfec-

tion through letting its irrational moment become part of its processing and 

therefore no longer separates the sensual from the spiritual. Because the idea 

of beauty itself retreats from Platoʼs definition as well, according to Adorno 

it can be determinee only indirectly by its effect on us, (ibid., p. 146). This is 

to be derived from its being an archetype because of its particular position in 

the realm of ideas. Adorno recognizes beauty – following Plato – as the only 

idea which is concrete, and visible to the human eye, and this is what leads 

Adorno to call it a paradox. The immediate sensual experience of beauty 

makes it a link between two worlds, the empirical world and the realm of 

ideas. Hence, according to Adorno, Plato cannot radically separate beauty 

from desire. Adorno in fact suggests that for Plato only the process of 

sublimation, of which a primitive erotic longing is constitutive, can lead us 

to this idea at all. Hence, in Plato Adorno finds a defender of erotic madness 

against incomplete rationality. Hence, for Plato and Adorno, being moved in 

the face of beauty is a form of madness, which is wiser than the habitual 

wisdom of reason, (loc.cit.). 

How to Talk about Art: Aesthetic Experience as a Manual for Inter-

pretation. To get from aesthetic experience to interpretation a change of 

modes – from the aesthetic to the discursive – necessarily takes place. Inter-

pretation becomes the repetition of what is experienced aesthetically, but 

differs from this experience not only through its medium – as discursive – 

but also through “its claim to a truth devoid of aesthetic semblance”.
3
 Be-

cause of its non-discursiveness aesthetic experience cannot be discussed 

                                                 
1 Critique of Judgement, p. 27. 
2 Die Souveränität der Kunst, p. 155. 
3 The Essay as Form, p. 5. 
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positively. The problem then arises as to how aesthetic experience is to be 

expressed in interpretation. How can something which has been experienced 

aesthetically be brought into language? 

Adorno does not assume that a so called meaning of the artwork 

would be translatable into discursive language. If aesthetic experience wants 

to find expression, the impossibility of direct translation of the experience 

into interpretation must be assumed. Here Menke remarks that negative 

interpretive speech rejects the claims of philologic or hermeneutic interpre-

tation and hence uncovers the “fiction”
1
 of it as “the fictive shortenings” 

(ibid., p. 137, my trans.) of its object. Although philologic and hermeneutic in-

terpretation may seem plausible, they are “blind with respect to aesthetic 

experience”, (ibid., p. 142). The language of the artwork retreats from the 

language of our scientific discourses, and consequently aesthetic experience 

wants to be preserved as irreducible against the thematic reductions or 

restrictions of a meta-language. Hence interpretation must first avow its in-

capacity to speak about the artwork, and yet at the same time articulation 

must be its goal. 

With an interpretation that does not lose its relation to aesthetic 

experience, but sees itself caught in the paradox that, in being discursive, it 

cannot speak about the artwork, it seems inevitable that such a transfer 

would prove to be itself a transformation. It must go through certain detours 

and therefore draw on formal strategies of portrayal so that the non-repre-

sentable in the text is at least marked in some way. If not the truth of the 

artwork itself, then the indissoluble hiatus between the finitude of language 

and the infinity of the artwork must find expression. Therefore the con-

sciousness of interpretationʼs own boundedness must be expressed. Adorno 

speaks to the problem of how aesthetic experience can be expressed in inter-

pretive speech in his especially insightful meta-theoretical essay „The Essay 

as Form“. Furthermore in his own interpretations, Adorno him-self practices 

essayistic writing as an anti-method. 

„The Essay As Form“ can be understood as a manual for interpreta-

tion, or – if you like – the other way around, as a manual for aesthetic expe-

rience. Adorno here develops a form of interpretive discontinuity as “think-

ing against thinking”,
2
 which permanently sublates concluding judgements. 

In this way he opposes scientific principles already formulated in Descartesʼ 

Discours de la méthode: going from the simple to the complicated, breaking 

                                                 
1 Die Souveränität der Kunst, p. 172, my trans. 
2 Essay und System, p. 429. 
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up the problem into elementary parts, striving for completeness, et cetera.
1
 

Because “the essayʼs object, however, is the new in its newness, not as 

something that can be translated back into the old existing forms”,
2
 Adorno 

assumes that one cannot talk non-aesthetically about the aesthetic object, but 

only through similarity to the object, yet “without falling into philistinism 

and losing touch with the object a priori”, (ibid., p. 5). Therefore the essayʼs 

“aim is not to copy the object but to reconstitue it from its  conceptual mem-

bra disiecta” (loc.cit.) in another medium. 

Most of all an interpretation must reveal the temporality of aesthetic 

experience (demonstrated above) through the individual phases of that ex-

perience and make visible its trials and errors. In Adornoʼs case this happens 

as a configuration of sentences facing each other discontinuously. The logi-

cal contradition between them expresses the tension between representation 

and what is represented. Through propositions discontinuously facing each 

other, in isolating their elements, the implicit evaluative moment of aesthetic 

experience becomes expressed. Furthermore, because the experienced is al-

ways random, limited by the factual time of the experience, the essay has to 

correct itself through a “mosaic-like relationship to other essays”, (ibid., p. 

17). 

Because interpretive continuity is always producible, so too must the 

reading of the interpretation bring discontinuity into focus. Discontinuity 

must even be detected between the sentences of a felicitous interpretation so 

that it can itself become a force field which requires again an attentive 

reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Ibid., p. 428 and The Essay as Form, p. 14. 
2 The Essay as Form, p. 21. 
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Contemporary Aesthetic Experiences? 
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What characterizes contemporary aesthetic experiences? What makes 

experiences aesthetic ones in the age of globalization and dominant consum-

er culture, where almost everything is for sale, even the most autonomous 

works of art, and even what seem to be the most insignificant use objects are 

being aestheticized in retail and media? 

A new condition for the distribution of cultural meaning is created, 

which also may affect the constitution of aesthetic experiences. As the so-

ciologists Celia Lury and Scott Lash point out, all levels of cultural meaning 

are now, more than ever before, part of the circuit of production, commer-

cialization and consumption. Culture today becomes “thingified” and may 

take form as merchandise, or turn up in new ways in the pervasive “media-

environment”, which, in its turn, radically destabilizes the entity of things (p. 

15). The rise of virtual spaces in digital media in the last 15 years, e.g. in the 

visual platforms of social media, has nurtured and intensified the devel-

opment of the “media-environment”, which, in turn, has taken new forms. 

We pose two questions. Firstly, we take a starting point in contempo-

rary conditions for the production and articulation of aesthetic meaning and 

ask how aesthetic experiences are dependent on contexts that frame and lo-

cate them in specific situations. Embedded in this is the question whether 

aesthetic experiences change per se, given the changed conditions. Second-

ly, we ask how aesthetic experiences are dependent on the new object cul-

ture, which has developed in consumer culture. Art as a classic topic for aes-

thetic theory may today seem a marginal phenomenon, whereas design has a 

more massive impact in the way it affects people‟s lives. 

We shall discuss “contemporary aesthetic experiences” in the light of 

changed conditions and a changed object culture in three steps. Firstly, we 

discuss the new conditions for circulating aesthetic meaning, especially 

through the concept of “aesthetic economics”. Secondly, we contest the con-

cept of “aesthetic experience” and discuss how it has altered according to 

new aesthetic categories, and finally, we relate this to a concrete example of 
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design. In our opinion, design is not only important as an expansion of the 

field of aesthetic appearances, but also because design puts at stake what 

character aesthetic experiences may have in the contemporary age of glo-

balization, mediatization and transformed objects. 

Contemporary Conditions for Aesthetic Experiences. To address the 

question of what characterizes contemporary aesthetic experiences requires 

a meeting of philosophical approaches and cultural theory. On the one hand, 

when one enters a discussion of aesthetics, a philosophical discourse is una-

voidable. In the aftermath of Kant‟s Kritik der Urteilskraft (1790), the disci-

pline of philosophical aesthetics has developed around questions about the 

role and character of aesthetic judgments. From philosophical aesthetics, we 

may gain a framework for describing central concepts of aesthetics, such as 

beauty, the ontology of aesthetic objects, and the location of the aesthetic in 

an interchange of objective reality and subjective response. 

On the other hand, an element of cultural theory is required to under-

stand the changed conditions of the production, circulation and consumption 

of aesthetic meaning, whether in the form of art works, design objects or 

commercial settings in e.g. advertising. For instance, visual media are omni-

present in forms like ads, posters, internet platforms, social media and com-

puter games (Sturken & Cartwright), and more people experience the art of 

Monet or a chair by Verner Panton through visual media than in close en-

counter or physical interaction with the actual objects. Objects and appear-

ances to be aesthetically evaluated are not just “there”, but are staged and 

reflected in media, where they are culturally produced as objects for specific 

experiences: Through images of, say, the Panton chair (1960), the viewer is 

steered towards focusing on the formal and visual qualities of the chair. 

In this sense, during the 1980s the sociologist Mike Featherstone 

made a central statement by pointing out that in a context of cultural analy-

sis, aesthetics could be seen as culturally produced and dependent on dif-

ferent societal settings in the “aestheticization of everyday life”.
1
 Preceding 

Featherstone‟s reflections, Wolfgang Fritz Haug had also pointed out in his 

seminal Kritik der Warenästhetik that aesthetic parameters may be in the 

service of manufacturers and retailers in order to persuade consumers to buy 

                                                 
1 Not to be confused with the more recent movement of “Everyday Aesthetics”. This 

movement roughly aims to expand the field of the aesthetic from being limited to art 

to everyday appearances (e.g. Saito 2010; Leddy 2012), whereas Featherstone aims 

to understand the cultural logic of producing aesthetic perceptions through e.g. the 

rise of commercials in Paris in the middle of the 19th century. 
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commodities. In Haug‟s conception, an aesthetic abstraction is performed in 

relation to the commodities when the focus is on their seductive surface in 

styling and packaging. This kind of cultural-contextual analysis contributes 

to an understanding of aesthetics – and aesthetic judgments – as produced, 

bound and framed by factors external to the objects themselves. 

A recent proposal about aesthetics, which combines philosophical in-

sights and a cultural understanding of the role of aesthetics at different 

times, is the philosopher Gernot Böhme‟s notion of aesthetic economics 

(2016). Following up on Haug‟s position, Böhme‟s point is that the ex-

change value of commodities in contemporary capitalism has gained “an 

own quality, an aesthetic quality” (p. 100) and that this basic condition has 

led to a new kind of use value, which he calls „stage value‟ (Inszenierungs-

wert): Contrary to the Marxist notion of use value as the basic value of pur-

pose in a context of use, the new use value is based on the exchange value 

and gains its use function in the staging of life, Inszenierung des Lebens, 

(loc.cit.). Böhme summarizes: 
 

[the aesthetic qualities of commodities] create a new kind of 

use value which is derived from the exchange value as they 

make use of their attractiveness, radiation and atmosphere: 

They serve to stage, to fit out and to intensify life, (p. 27). 
 

Böhme aims to demonstrate a new condition in capitalism, the aesthetic eco-

nomics, where values are produced that, to a large degree, “in reality are not 

needed”, (p. 28). Consequently, production is organized in a new way. In-

stead of just meeting needs that can be fulfilled, production meets desires 

that, paradoxically, intensify when there are met (loc.cit.). For Böhme, this 

characterizes the phase “where a large part of the production in society be-

comes an aesthetic production, which no longer serves use values but even 

more stage values”, (p. 39). On this point, Böhme stands in clear opposition 

to Haug. Whereas Haug in his Marxist-influenced analysis aims to criticize 

the seductiveness of the surface in order to get “back” to the original core of 

the use value, Böhme points to the contemporary fact that the “aesthetics of 

the commodity [Warenästhetik] satisfy a need in the buyer which is not di-

rected at the use value” (p. 34), that is, the need for staging life and exploring 

desires. 

Böhme combines cultural analysis and philosophical reflection, and 

the concept of aesthetics makes the connection. Böhme raises the question 

of the ontology of the aesthetic appearance when it is produced, due to a 
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shift in production focus from fulfilling needs to meeting endless desires. 

When the aesthetic appearances encourage, so to speak, consumers to con-

tinuously explore new desires, new modes and means of addressing these 

desires may arise in consumer culture, e.g. in ways of appealing to consum-

ers: The aesthetic appearances may change character and open-endedly aim 

at a fulfillment that can never be gained. Böhme may be criticized for being 

too focused on the sensual, pleasure-oriented elements of aesthetic experi-

ence, but his theory can nevertheless help us ask how aesthetic experiences 

are framed and staged by contemporary conditions in society, culture and 

media. 

Framed Aesthetic Experiences. The concept of “aesthetic experi-

ence” is by no means simple and uncontested. On the contrary, it refers to 

different understandings in different philosophical contexts. As recently de-

monstrated by philosopher Harry Lehmann, the concept is rather new in 

German aesthetic theory and can be pinpointed to evolve in the beginning of 

the 1970s, (p. 15). In Lehmann‟s understanding, the German coining of the 

concept of ästhetische Erfahrung aims at a dichotomy of subject and object, 

in which, on the basis of certain objects, primarily objects of art, subjects 

may be affected, experience the world in new ways or even have a feeling of 

emancipation (p. 22). Often, Anglo-American and German-Continental ap-

proaches stand in total disconnection with each other, even though attempts 

to connect them exist in discussions of the subject-object dichotomy and the 

“evaluative, phenomenological and transformational” role of aesthetic expe-

rience (Tomlin 2008, p. 4). We propose an approach to the concept of “aes-

thetic experience” that questions 1) its epistemological role and 2) how it is 

being produced in a cultural context. 

In so doing, we build on Kant‟s initial approach in Kritik der Urteils-

kraft, as in this work he lays out the basis for an epistemological under-

standing of how aesthetic experiences are produced as an act of judgment.
1
 

Our basic point is that aesthetic experiences evolve in a relationship between 

a subject with an intention to see and judge something as aesthetic and 

thereby have aesthetic experiences, and an object with certain aesthetically-

coded features that may encourage the judgment of the object as aesthetic, 

whereby the objects may be said to contain an “intentional aesthetic func-

tion”, (Genette, p. 2). 

                                                 
1 Even though, as clearly pointed out by Lehmann, Kant does not explicitly talk 

about ästhetische Erfahrung, (p. 18). 
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On this basis, we will enter the discussion of the aesthetic experience 

through three questions, (fig. 1). How can the aesthetic judgment be con-

ceived of as a starting point for understanding aesthetic experiences? This 

question relates aesthetics to epistemology as overall it deals with conditions 

of human experience. Kant is informative on this point in his discussion 

about how the aesthetic judgment can be seen as a reflective judgment that 

operates as a reflection of sensual matter without the determination of a pre-

given concept. How the aesthetic judgment operates is conditioned by the 

relevant categories and objects in question, which leads to the next ques-

tions: 2) According to which categories are aesthetic judgments made? Kant 

talks about beauty and the sublime, but are aesthetic experiences framed 

differently today due to changed conditions in culture? This is a core ques-

tion for us. 3) How might aesthetic experience be influenced by contem-

porary (Western) object culture, that is, the objects we are surrounded by 

today? What does it mean to have aesthetic experiences of the kind of trivial 

(and hence, not extraordinary), mass-manufactured objects that we may 

know under the heading of “design”, which initially may not have been in-

tended for aesthetic evaluation, but in recent years have been submitted to 

being aestheticized in media and retail? 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Illustration of the operation of aesthetic judgment. 
 

Aesthetic Judgment. Aesthetic judgment can be conceived as being a 

starting point for understanding aesthetic experiences, in the sense that it can 

be seen as a mental operation that produces the aesthetic experience. This 

conception of aesthetic judgment is founded by Kant and, among others, re-
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actualized in Forsey‟s book The Aesthetics of Design.
1
 In this context, this 

approach seems productive as it points to the kind of meaning construction 

taking place in aesthetic experiences, instead of just speaking of e.g. “pleas-

ure” as the only aesthetic parameter.
2
 

Forsey precisely describes aesthetic judgment as a “certain mental 

activity, rather than a set of properties or qualities that we call aesthetic”, (p. 

118). The aesthetic is neither given in the things themselves as an objective 

element, nor is it solely a subjective, and thus arbitrary, judgment, as the 

faculty of judgment operates according to objective principles in play in the 

human mind.
3
 The point is that our finding something “beautiful is a product 

of the form of our aesthetic judgments”, (p. 128, our italics). Thus, aesthetic 

judgment may be seen in a constructivist light to produce the aesthetic expe-

rience in different ways, due to its constitution and aims. 

In Kant‟s conception, aesthetic experience evolves when the cogni-

tive faculties are put at play in a certain way. Aesthetic judgment evolves 

when we meet an appearance with pleasure, without being able to compre-

hend it with a given concept. The cognitive faculties of mind, e.g. imagina-

tion and understanding, are put into play in a search for concepts that fit the 

appearances. Kant speaks of a “reflective judgment” in opposition to “de-

termining judgment”; the latter functions to make sensual appearances and 

concepts symmetrically fit, whereas the former describes an asymmetrical 

relationship and open reflection of the sensual without the determination of 

a pre-given concept. Furthermore, Kant coins a notion of “aesthetic ideas”, 

which he sees as “that kind of apprehension of the imagination that entails 

much to think about, without some definite thought, that is, concept, being 

able to be adequate for it, and which, consequently, cannot be comprehend-

ed or made comprehensible by any language”, (Kant 1995, p. 198). The aes-

thetic ideas do not have concepts as their starting point and they may be a 

means of relating to a meaning beyond the given, to Vernunftideen, by 

                                                 
1 In this way, Forsey‟s book can be read as an aesthetic theory of design, as well as a 

plea for the relevance of Kant‟s third critique. 
2 In relation to design, psychologically-oriented approaches have a tendency to focus 

on pleasure as the basic element of aesthetics, see e.g. Project UMA at the University 

of Delft, Holland (UMA 2017). 
3 Forsey states (and celebrates, rightly!, Kant‟s position): “Kant‟s account is… u-

nique in its attempt to make aesthetic judgments objective and necessary without re-

verting to an ontology of beautiful objects; to locate that objectivity within the facul-

ty of judgment is a philosophical coup that has not been repeated or super-seded”, (p. 

134). 
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which Kant means transsensual ideas of reason. In this kind of approach, the 

aesthetic is serious business as it plays an epistemological role in the way 

humans engage with the world and (through cognition) reach beyond it. 

Aiming to develop an aesthetics of design, Forsey analyzes how ele-

ments of design and art, such as function and content, are constructed as 

“forms our judgment takes when we are confronted with the appearance of 

things”, (p. 177). In the case of design, aesthetic judgments not only take the 

form of the free play of imagination and understanding in the search for con-

cepts, but also require “some amount of conceptual knowledge of the pur-

poses we attribute to the objects we encounter”, which Forsey connects to 

“dependent beauty” in opposition to “free beauty” (p. 148). In relation to de-

sign, Forsey points out that aesthetic judgments are not only “synchronic” in 

the Kantian sense of being of a general nature; all judgments of dependent 

beauty also contain a “diachronic” element, due to the “shifting conceptual 

knowledge of form and function that is presupposed in our appreciation of 

the things that are integral to our lives”, (p. 188). Hereby, Forsey stresses the 

relativist character of the kind of aesthetic judgments that are not related to 

free beauty. 

In our approach to aesthetic judgment as the central vehicle in pro-

ducing aesthetic experiences, we will continue to employ the Kantian dy-

namics of relating sensual matter with more or less defined concepts. But we 

will also question the constitution of aesthetic judgment, that is, ask not only 

how aesthetic judgments produce aesthetic experiences, but also how aes-

thetic judgment itself is produced. Kant may himself give us a hint in his 

concept of schematization, which suggests flexibility in how concepts and 

sensual matter are related, (Kant 1990). Schematization conditions our ability 

to construct meaning through synthesis and, as a product of human imagina-

tion, is itself a structure of the human mind that is open to alteration and 

new configurations, (cf. Folkmann, pp. 106-8). However, Kant‟s reflection is 

bound to an “internal” investigation of the powers and abilities of the human 

mind, and we can ask how external factors could also affect the production 

of aesthetic judgment. So, on the one hand, we can argue for a continuous, 

internal constituent of aesthetic judgment to create a free play of cognitive 

forces in relating concepts and sensual matter, and on the other hand, we can 

contest which sensual matter aesthetic judgment is aiming at and which con-

cepts might be evoked in the creation of aesthetic experience. Aesthetic 

judgments are not only operators of epistemology, but are culturally prod-

uced. 
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In our view, this means contesting how aesthetic judgment operates 

in contemporary terms and what role it might play in our interaction with 

our surroundings. In addition, this means questioning the role of aesthetic 

experiences in contemporary culture of pervasive design and contesting the 

aesthetic categories as a framework for the kind of conceptual constructions 

taking place in aesthetic judgment. 

Aesthetic categories. In the tradition from Kant and further back to 

the British Empiricists of the 18
th

 century, it has been pointed out that 

beautyis a central category for aesthetic experiences. Beauty also plays a 

central role for Forsey, which is natural due to the Kantian perspective in 

her approach. Beauty is central to aesthetic experiences, but as suggested by 

Böhme, may also have changed its character according to new “technical 

conditions”, which have enabled new “perceptual pleasure” as well as a new 

“generation of practically unlimited aesthetic effects” (Böhme 2010, p. 29). So 

for Böhme, beauty can exist everywhere as a “quality of impression”, which 

could have the effect of “intensifying our existence”, (p. 30). In Böhme‟s a-

nalysis, beauty as a notion of symmetry and harmony may be antiquated, but 

it is still relevant as a category produced by contemporary culture in adver-

tising and design, that is, due to the cultural process of aestheticization 

(Featherstone) and the mechanisms of aesthetic capitalism. 

However, the dominance of beauty as a central aesthetic category has 

been contested, especially in the light of developments in (avant-garde) art 

and culture. In this way, cultural theorist Sianne Ngai stated in her book Our 

Aesthetic Categories that “aesthetic experience has been transformed by the 

hypercommodified, information-saturated, performance-driven conditions of 

late capitalism”, whereby new aesthetic categories have developed (Ngai, p. 

1). In Ngai‟s analysis, the major aesthetic categories of the late 18th century, 

such as beauty and the sublime, are in part replaced with the new, minor and 

more “trivial” categories of the cute, the zany, and the interesting. She actu-

ally does away with beauty, which she regards as bound to the aesthetic dis-

cussions of the 18th and 19th century, whereas the sublime, also a category 

deriving from Kant and the British Empiricists, might still be relevant in her 

perspective. 

Ngai has a principal point in questioning specific categories. How-

ever, we can contest her specific choice of categories. They appear heuristic 

when attached to her discussion of contemporary avant-garde art. Further-

more, we can state that tradition is full of proposals of different aesthetic 

categories. In tradition, aesthetic experience can be articulated in accordance 

with categories such as “beauty”, the “sublime”, the “comic” or the “uncan-
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ny”, (Schweppenhäuser). As an example, Jean Paul‟s Vorschule der Ästhetik 

(1804) explores many different kinds of aesthetic expressions. Also, the 

sheer opposite of beauty is investigated in Karl Rosenkranz‟s Ästhetik des 

Häβlichen (1853) with an interest in all possible expressions of the ugly, the 

unformed and the deformed.
1
 

Our point is that the category in question frames what is in focus in 

the aesthetic experience and, furthermore, which kind of conceptual con-

structions might be at stake. Hence, the category can influence how the aes-

thetic judgment operates in its linking of concepts and sensual meaning. 

Also when aesthetics no longer deal with a specific domain of objects, for 

example “art”, but with experiences in general, as propagated in relation to 

“everyday aesthetics” (Oldemeyer; Saito; Leddy), we can openly reflect upon 

the aesthetic categories as entries to aesthetic experiences. As the aesthetic 

categories change, so do the experiences they give access to; vice versa, we 

can ask if there still exists an aesthetic experience per se, or an essence of 

aesthetic experience if the categories leading to it might prove to be 

historically contingent. 

Design: New Objects and New Categories. Taking design as a start-

ing point for reflecting contemporary aesthetic experiences, traditional aes-

thetic categories can be challenged. In their formal expression, design ob-

jects may appear as objects for visual appreciation and contemplation in a 

traditional sense, but they are mostly objects of function and use meant for 

“material interaction”, (Dant). Whether in formal expression or through ma-

terial interaction, design objects relate to “cultural frames”, which enable 

meaning attribution to design objects, (Folkmann & Jensen, p. 74). Further-

more, as Forsey precisely points out, design objects can be seen as “func-

tional, immanent, mass-produced and mute”, (Forsey, p. 68). They do not ne-

cessarily present themselves to us as objects of aesthetic appreciation and 

judgment. Instead, they may be culturally produced as such objects in the 

age of aesthetic capitalism with its focus on stage value. 

Also, design objects may relate to different kinds of aesthetic catego-

ries, that is, ways of being appreciated aesthetically, that at the same time 

are evoked or produced as a part of the mediated communication that often 

surrounds the design object. We can state with the words of Jakob Stein-

                                                 
1 Rosenkranz is a dialectical thinker in the tradition of G.W.F. Hegel (and a student 

of his) as he is interested in the ugly as a reversal of beauty. In accordance with his 

time, he states that beauty is absolute, whereas das Häβliche, the ugly and nasty, is 

relative to beauty. 
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brenner that design can be defined aesthetically by being a part of an “aes-

thetic system of signs”, (p. 16), but also point to the historical relativity of 

these sign systems (as Forsey also does), as well as to their status as being 

produced in a cultural context. 

Contemporary design represents a transformed object culture, which 

calls for new aesthetic categories to frame new kinds of aesthetic experi-

ences. We will illustrate this with the example of a headset, a seemingly 

simple product. 

Formal Expression. The TMA-2 headset was first marketed in 2010 

as model TMA-1 and modified and re-launched in 2015 as model TMA-2. 

The headset is designed by the Danish design collaboration KiBiSi and mar-

keted by the Danish company AiAiAi, which primarily bases its business on 

this product. The headset has a simplified and monochrome expression by 

consisting of a few elements in (almost) the same black colour (fig. 2). 

Furthermore, it is designed on a modular principle as system design, that is, 

different headbands, speaker units, earpads and cables can be combined and 

configured in multiple ways (fig. 3). 
 

 
Figure 2: TMA-2 headset. 

 

As an object of function and use, we may question how the appear-

ance of the headset reflects its function and communicates this to the user. 

With Forsey‟s words, “that while we can aesthetically appreciate the func-

tion of an object, we can also appreciate the way it fulfills that function by 

considering its style”, (Forsey, p. 166). To support this approach to the aes-

thetics of function, Steinbrenner states that design objects have to be evalu-

ated aesthetically due to their “practical function and not alone their outer 

appearance” (Steinbrenner, p. 19). Furthermore, we can refer to this as aes-
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thetic coding, as a way to describe the relationship between physical mani-

festation and meaning content as the idea or “concept” of the object, that is, 

how the specific “meaning content [can] be physically manifested and re-

flected in a variety of ways” (Folkmann, p. 53). 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Configurator function on the AiAiAi webpage. 
 

So how is the TMA-2 headset aesthetically coded in the specific way 

it fulfills or relates to its  function? In the formal principles, they are carried 

by reduction to core geometrical shapes, e.g. in the circular earpads, which 

seem to have priority instead of a regard to ergonomics. On the one hand, 

the construction principles are visible, and on the other hand, the object ap-

pears to be a seamless unity through its use of colour, as well as the texture 

of the different materials which are made scabrous through modulation. The 

TMA-2 is designed to appear simplistic, as a unity with accentuation of the 

few, distinct parts of the construction. In its construction and formal appear-

ance, the TMA-2 aim to be perceived according to a convention of formal 

minimalism, which may seem to be an inherent quality of the object, but in 

the end is culturally and historically produced as a mode of developing and 

appreciating design. On this point, the aesthetic qualities of the headset are 

not to be found in external, superficial qualities such as ornamentation (as 

there are none). 

On a concrete level, the mediation of the headset on the www.aiaiai. 

dk webpage supports the minimalist gaze on the design. Graphically, the 

webpage is monochrome, simple and modular in the same way as the head-

set. On the formal level, the TMA-2 is aesthetically coded as a minimalist 

object, where the function may seem secondary to the formal expression. 

We can detect the function, which is also reflected in technical specifica-

tions on the webpage, but the TMA-2 is primarily staged to appear visually. 

It appeals to be aesthetically appreciated within a category of neo-modernist 

minimalism of simple and clear-cut appearance and obvious function. 

http://www.aiaiai/
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Regarding the outer appearance and formal qualities, there may be 

several aesthetic categories in play; one in opposition to neo-modernist min-

imalism can be called bling aesthetics, with a focus on an abundance of 

superficial and even clearly fake elements in order to create a massive ex-

pression of the surface. It is in common for these categories that they have to 

be learned within a cultural context: Modernism taught us to see and appre-

ciate simplicity and reduced forms, and pop culture taught us to appreciate 

overwhelming expressions, much in line with the category of the grotesque 

in the 19
th

 century. 

Conceptual Meaning Content. Next, in its appearance, the headset 

may itself have a graphic effect, or at least, be staged to have such an effect 

in visual mediations. The graphic effect supports the gaze on the minimalist 

form, but at the same time creates an affinity with the generic symbol or pic-

togram of professional earmuffs. Hereby, an association is established to 

tools and professional use of the TMA-2, which in part is confirmed by the 

communication of the headset as being aimed towards professional use by, 

e.g., DJs. In this way, the concept of “headset as a tool” is reinterpreted; in-

stead of referring to blue collar use, the TMA-2 meets its target group a-

mong young urban creatives. In the association as a tool, the TMA-2 appeals 

to be appreciated not only for its formal qualities, but also for its perform-

ance and its conceptual value as a “tool”. Or rather, the formal qualities 

evoke an impression of performance, while at the same time referring to 

headset/earmuffs as a typology of objects. 

In this way, the TMA-2 are aesthetically coded to have a strong focus 

on formal appearance, which reflects the function both as a professional tool 

and in relation to the specific product type. In general, all design objects also 

always carry with them a relationship to their product type or category, but 

they do not often reflect this conceptually. But what is specific for the 

TMA-2 (and affiliated “conceptual” design) is its more direct reflection of 

itself not only as a product, but also as a product type at the same time. This 

kind of conceptual self-reflectivity, where the object reflects its own code, 

has been labeled “aesthetic function” within the context of formalism and 

linguistics in the 1930s, (Mukarovsky). On this point, the TMA-2 calls for an 

appreciation within a “conceptual-hermeneutical” framework of aesthetics, 

with the focus on the relationship of manifestation and concepts in the 

object and, subsequently, on how the objects might present themselves as 

coded objects to our understanding (Folkmann, p. 42). The category for this 

kind of appreciation may be called interesting or modern-reflective, in the 

sense the design objects open for a reflection of their meaning potentials. 
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Of course, a product like this is not without context. In its operation, 

it is part of an object system, (Krippendorff), and in its aesthetic coding, it is a 

part of a system of similar objects. The TMA-2 has been displayed in Apple 

shops together with Apple products, which not only confirms their mutual 

submission to the same neo-minimalist category, but also demonstrates how 

the cultural-contextual setting may co-construct the categories the objects 

are seen through: By being positioned together with Apple products, the 

TMA-2 is not only neo-minimalist per se, but is being constructed and 

staged as such, and this staging and construction of aesthetic categories 

contribute to our ability to have an aesthetic experience of them. 

Conclusion. We have posed the question of what characterizes con-

temporary aesthetic experiences in an age where more and more products 

are designed to appeal to consumer appreciation. A part of the answer comes 

through acknowledging the role of cultural context, e.g. in its effect on aes-

thetic capitalism and media culture, as most objects are framed and staged in 

multiple ways. Also, the new kinds of designed objects that surround us may 

affect how we experience aesthetically. Therefore, we have made design a 

case for our approach. 

In relating back to Kant‟s notion of aesthetic judgment (and Forsey‟s 

adaptation of it) and its operation of relating sensual matter and defining 

concept, we have looked at the specificities of objects through a design ex-

ample and some of the categories framing the conceptual constructions en-

gaged in contemporary aesthetic experiences. We have not given a systemat-

ic account of contemporary aesthetic categories. This could be a project for 

further exploration. 
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ELEA   ARTE   CLUB 

 

Elea Arte Club tollera tutti gli 

artisti, di qualsiasi livello e tipo, 

impegno e età e appartenenza. 

 

Elea Arte Club sprona al 

perfezionamento e alla divulgazione 

di iniziative artistiche. 

 

Elea Arte Club invita tutti gli artisti 

e coloro che amano l‟arte ad unirsi. 

Contatto: wassardelea@gmail.com          

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

– sessione internazionale di filosofia antica – che si svolge con 

cadenza annuale proprio nei luoghi che videro la genesi del pensiero eleatico. 

Nella consapevolezza di quanto fascino eserciti l‟antica città di Elea e di 

come essa sia meta di pellegrinaggio per appassionati e cultori dei filosofi 

Parmenide e Zenone, con spirito visionario, si è creata una sinergia per dare 

vita a un appuntamento scientifico di rilevanza mondiale. Già a partire dal 

1986, si è giunti ad ideare Eleatica, un evento capace di attirare 

nell‟inimitabile cornice di Elea i principali studiosi e appassionati della 

scuola eleatica invitati ad ascoltare le lezioni magistrali di un filosofo di fama 

riconosciuta per dar vita a dibattiti di altissimo livello, sulla scia della grande 

tradizione della filosofia greca. 

www.eleatica.it 

mailto:wassardelea@gmail.com
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Works by René Mogensen in online stores: 
 

The New Arpeggione: Walls of Nicosia: three 

new works for the arpeggione, one adding a forte-

piano of the 1820s integrated with cutting edge 

computer music. Musical references are made to 

Schubert sonatas, Cypriot folk music as well as the 

electroacoustic music tradition. The music combines 

old and new in poetic multimedia chamber music. 

http://ReneMogensenMusic.freeiz.com/ 
 

All Numbers Language: concert recording of the 

multimedia-work that builds on the shoulders of the 

literature for solo cello, especially the suites by J.S. 

Bach, and Benjamin Britten. The music combines the 

cello with electroacoustics and interactive computer 

technology. The projected video is based on images 

by the artist Johan Lievens, that are processed in real-

time, linked to analysis of the cello sound. 

www.NicolasDeletaille.com 

 

WARNING: Flute at Large: The work creates the 

illusions of new spaces for the flute to live within and 

to break out of. A feedback cycle is created between 

the performer, who is listening to speakers in the 

space, and the computer analysing the sound of the 

flute. This cyclical feedback system creates an imme-

diate connection which allows great freedom for the 

performer and at the same time the electroacoustic 

sound can breathe together with the performer. www.MarianneLeth.dk 
 

Where Do We Go?: Instrumental Jazz featuring 

Mogensen on soprano saxophone and pianist Frank 

Roberts. This duo collaboration includes the work 

Where Do We Go? by Mogensen, and an arrange-

ment of the beautiful Danish traditional tune I 

skovens dybe stille ro. 

www.myspace.com/ReneMogensenJazz 
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